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ABSTRACT 
Classification and patterns extraction from customer data is very important for business support and 
decision making. Timely identification of newly emerging trends is needed in business process. Sales 
patterns from inventory data indicate market trends and can be used in forecasting which has great potential 
for decision making, strategic planning and market competition. The objectives in this paper are to get 
better decision making for improving sale, services and quality as to identify the reasons of dead stock, 
slow-moving, and fast-moving products, which is useful mechanism for business support, investment and 
surveillance. In this paper we proposed an algorithm for mining patterns of huge stock data to predict 
factors affecting the sale of products. In the first phase, we divide the stock data in three different clusters 
on the basis of product categories and sold quantities i.e. Dead-Stock (DS), Slow-Moving (SM) and Fast-
Moving (FM) using K-means algorithm. In the second phase we have proposed Most Frequent Pattern 
(MFP) algorithm to find frequencies of property values of the corresponding items. MFP provides frequent 
patterns of item attributes in each category of products and also gives sales trend in a compact form. The 
experimental result shows that the proposed hybrid k-mean plus MFP algorithm can generate more useful 
pattern from large stock data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Data is very important for every organization and 
business. Data that was measured in gigabytes until 
recently, is now being measured in terabytes, and 
will soon approach the peta byte range. In order to 
achieve our goals, we need to fully exploit this data 
by extracting all the useful information from it. 
Unfortunately, the size and complexity of the data 
is such that it is impractical to manually analyze, 
explore, and understand the data. As a result, useful 
information is often overlooked, and the potential 
benefits of increased computational and data 
gathering capabilities are only partially realized. 
Sale data classification has different market trends. 
Some clusters or segments of sale may be growing, 
while others are declining. The information 
produced is very useful for business decision 
making. Decision can take place on the basis 
classification of Dead-Stock (DS), Slow- 
Moving(SM) and Fast-Moving (FM) of the sale. 
Segment by- segment sales forecasting can produce 
very useful information. The forecasting can be 
short term, mid term and long term. Long term 
forecasting may not produce accurate predictions. 

However it is very useful in understanding market 
trends [2]. It is easy to turn cash into inventory, but 
the challenge is to turn inventory into cash. 
Effective inventory management enables an 
organization to meet or exceed customer’s 
expectations of product availability while 
maximizing net profits and minimizing costs [1, 3]. 
Only through data mining techniques, it is possible 
to extract useful pattern and association from the 
stock data [4]. Data mining techniques like 
clustering and associations can be used to find 
meaningful patterns for future predictions [5, 6]. 
Clustering is used to generate groups of related 
patterns, while association provides a way to get 
generalized rules of dependent variables. Patterns 
from a huge stock data on the basis of these rules 
can be obtained. The behavior in terms of sales 
transaction is significant. The general term used for 
such type of analysis is called Market Basket 
Analysis [7]. Typically there is lot of different 
items, placed in a market for selling, in which some 
of the product will be fast selling items, some will 
be slow selling items and some will be dead stock 
i.e. rarely selling items. We consider a scenario of 
super store or super market in distributed 
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environment, or internet based data processing 
environment. Decision making in business sector is 
considered as one of the critical tasks. There is 
study for data mining for inventory item selection 
with cross selling considerations which is used for 
maximal-profit selling items [8, 9]. But our 
problem is finding out the selling power of the 
products in the market. This is a useful approach to 
distinguish the selling frequency of items on the 
basis of the known attributes, e.g. we can examine 
that a “black coat of imperial company in winter 
season has high ratio of sale”, here we have basic 
property related to this example, i.e. color, type, 
company, season, and location. Similarly we can 
predict that certain products of certain properties 
have what type of sale trends in different locations. 
Thus on the basis of this scenario we can predict 
the reason of dead-stock, slow moving and fast 
moving items. Data mining techniques are best 
suited for the analysis of such type of classification, 
useful patterns extraction and predictions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as in section-2 
present the related research and motivation for the 
proposed work. Section-3 descried the proposed 
method with pre-processing steps, in section-4 we 
elevates the results and finally in section-5 we 
conclude our proposed work. 

2. BACKGROND AND RELATED WORK 
 

Data mining researchers often try to find most 
feasible and efficient methods for extraction of 
useful patterns from stock data. Most of the 
research regarding stock data mining uses the 
history of transactions as it likely that may persist 
in future. These can help to predict the customer 
behavior and future trend. L. K. Soon et al [25] 
compare the performance term of similarity search. 
M. C. Lo [26] considered a model for inventory 
decision support system in which ordering quantity, 
ordering cost, safety factor, lead time and backorder 
discounts are decision variables, the algorithm is 
applied to fined the optimal solution for the case 
where the lead time demands follows a general 
distribution. J. ting et al [22] proposed a pattern 
based stock data mining approach for intra-stock 
mining which perform focuses on finding 
frequently appearing pattern for the stock time 
series data and inter stock mining which discover 
the strong relationship among the several stocks. L. 
K. Soon et al [27] generate a list of stocks which 
are influential to Kuala Lumpur Composite Index 
(KLCI), and then produce classification rules, 
which denotes the inter-relationships among the 

stocks in terms of their trading performance with 
respect to KLCI. The DCX case study [28] a survey 
on the classification on the data mining technique 
in car manufacturing domain, which help in 
accurate prediction of future demand for car. Also 
such type of works includes [28] [29] [10] [11] 
[12].  

In recent years, it has been recognized that the 
partitioned clustering technique is well suited for 
clustering a large dataset due to their relatively low 
computational requirements. The time complexity 
of the partitioning technique is almost linear, which 
makes it widely used. The best known partitioning 
clustering algorithm is the K-means algorithm and 
its variants [14]. This algorithm is simple, 
straightforward and is based on the firm foundation 
of analysis of variances. In addition to the K-means 
algorithm, several algorithms, such as Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [15] is another 
computational intelligence method that has already 
been applied to image clustering and other low 
dimensional datasets [16, 17]. In this work we have 
used clustering algorithm for clusters and MFP for 
pattern association among the cluster. The 
classification of similar objects into different 
groups, or the partition of data into subsets called 
clusters. The data in each subset share some 
common trait-often proximity accordingly to some 
defined distance measure [18]. 
In this work we have proposed an algorithm for 
mining patterns of huge stock data to show factors 
affecting the sale of products. In first phase, we 
divide the stock data in three different clusters 
categorically using k-means [20] algorithm on the 
basis of sold quantities of each category of items 
i.e. Dead-Stock (DS), Slow-Moving (SM) and Fast-
Moving (FM). In the second phase we have 
proposed Most Frequent Pattern (MFP) algorithm 
to find frequencies of property values of the 
corresponding items. MFP provides frequent 
patterns of item attributes in each category of 
products. This work is similar to Apriori algorithm 
[26] for strong association among the patterns but it 
provides most visible patterns of associated objects. 
From the experimental results from sample data, it 
illustrated that the proposed algorithm of k-mean 
and association of MFP can generate more useful 
pattern from large stock data. 

  

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
In this study we proposed an algorithm for 

mining patterns of huge stock data to predict factors 
affecting the sale of products. In the first phase, we 
divide the stock data in three different clusters on 
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the basis of sold quantities i.e. Dead-Stock (DS), 
Slow-Moving (SM) and Fast-Moving (FM) using 
K-means algorithm. In the second phase we 
proposed Most Frequent Pattern (MFP) algorithm 
to find frequencies of property values of the 
corresponding items. MFP provides frequent 
patterns of item attributes in each category of 
products. Cluster analysis is widely used in market 
research when working with multivariate data from 
surveys and test panels. Market researchers use 
cluster analysis to partition the general population 
of consumers into market segmentation, intra and 
inter stock patterns and to understand better 
association between them [19]. 

3.1 Proposed Architecture 

Our proposed approach is a two phased model. 
First we generate clusters using K-Mean algorithm, 
and then MFP is designed for counting frequencies 
of items under their specified attributes. The block 
diagram of the whole process is given in figure 1. 
In phase-1 the first step is to collect sample data 
from real store inventory data. We have process the 
data to remove the noise first, so the incomplete, 
missing and irrelevant data are removed and 
formatted according to the required format. 

3.2 K-MEANS 

K-means [20] is a typical clustering algorithm 
and has used for classification of data for decades. 
Proximity is usually measured by some sort of 
distance; the most commonly being used is the 
Euclidean distance [21]. 
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The main idea is to define k centroids, one for 
each cluster. These centroids should be placed in a 
cunning way because of different location causes 
different result. So, the better choice is to place 
them as much as possible far away from each other.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed Architecture  

 
This algorithm aims at minimizing an objective 
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measure between a data point ( j) i x and the cluster 
centre j c , is an indicator of the distance of the n 
data points from their respective cluster centers. 
The steps of the K-mean [7] algorithm is as 
described below: 

1. Place K points into the space represented 
by the objects that are being clustered; 
these points represent initial group 
centroids. 

2. Assign each object to the group that has 
the closest centroid. 
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3. When all objects have been assigned, 
recalculate the positions of the K 
centroids. 

Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no 
longer move. This produces a separation of the 
objects into groups from which the metric to be 
minimized can be calculated. 

3.3 Most Frequent Pattern (MFP) 

Association rule mining is one of the most 
important and well defines technique for extract 
correlations, frequent patterns, associations or 
causal structures among sets of items in the 
transaction databases or other repositories. 
Association rules are widely used in various areas 
such as risk management, telecomm, market 
analysis, inventory control, and stock data [27]. 
Apriori algorithm [26] for strong association among 
the patterns is highly recommended. In this work 
we proposed a new algorithm MFP that is more 
efficiently generates frequent patterns and strong 
association between them. For this purpose a 
property matrix containing counted values of 
corresponding properties of each product has been 
used as shown in Figure 2. 

Let we have set X of N items in a Dataset having 
set Y of attributes. This algorithm counts maximum 
of each attribute values for each item in the dataset. 

 

 
 
Figure 2:  Proposed Algorithm for Frequents Pattern extraction 

3.4 Data Pre-processing 

Data in its original format never confirm to the 
required shape for data mining. It needs to be 
transformed, integrated, and aggregated so that the 
mining process can effectively perform on it. There 
is a need to process the data before it used in the 
knowledge discovery (KDD) process  
cket,Blue,Large,Store1,Large,New York,June,410,700 
Jacket,Blue,XLarge,Store3,Super,Los Angeles,July,20,850 
Jacket,Green,Medium,Store6,Medium,Dallas,May,340,-95 
Jacket,Green,Medium,Store9,Large,Las Vegas,June,425,-90 
Shirt,Blue,Large,Store8,Small,DC,July,345,610 
Shirt,Blue,Large,Store10,Super,Atlanta,August,350,-85 
Shirt,Blue,Large,Store2,Medium,Boston,September,355,300 
Shirt,Blue,Large,Store2,Medium,Boston,October,360,400 
Coat,Black,Medium,Store1,Large,New York,February,430,150 
Shirt,White,Small,Store1,Large,New York,March,305,160 
Jacket,White,Medium,Store1,Large,New York,April,435,170 
Jacket,Black,Large,Store1,Large,New York,May,300,180 
Shirt,Black,XLarge,Store1,Large,New York,June,440,190 
Coat,Brown,Small,Store5,Small,New York,July,300,5 
Glove,White,Medium,Store5,Small,New York,August,445,15 
Shirt,Blue,Large,Store5,Small,New York,September,305,25 
Jacket,Blue,XLarge,Store5,Small,New York,October,450,35 
Hat,Black,Small,Store5,Small,New York,November,310,45 
Glove,Blue,Medium,Store5,Small,New York,December,455,55 
Coat,Red,Large,Store10,Super,Atlanta,January,190,840 
 

Figure 3:  Initial Data 

Being data quality a key issue with data mining 
as 50% to 80% of mining experts often spend their 
time on data quality, the pre-processing in data 
mining have a key importance[21]. In this case the 
collected data in Fig-3 was cleaned by using SQL 
Server Data Transformation Services, and then 
removed noise from the transformed data. The 
processed data are shown in the Table-1. 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
For experimental analysis we use SPSS and 

XLMiner, and apply the clustering K-mean for the 
initial grouping of the whole data. It is clear from 
the result, that it gives three clusters shown in Tab-
3, 4 and 5 of DS, SM and FM stock. So the process 
has two phases as given below.  
4.1 Phase one 
As discussed earlier in the first phase of our 
process, we have used K-Mean [13] clustering 
technique to classify the products in three groups, 
which gives accurate clusters of three categories 
according to the products quantity sold, show in 
Tab-2. 
 Cluster 1 (Dead-Stock): This cluster contains 

record of those products which have small selling 
quantity. Every company has dead inventory (or 
at least sick and dying inventory). It’s a natural 
outgrowth of being in business for any length of 
time as shown in Tab-3. 
 

MFP Algorithm: Let we have set X of N items in a 
Dataset having set Y of attributes. This algorithm 
counts maximum of each attribute values yij for each 
item in the dataset.     
 
Input: Datasets (DS) 
Output: Matrix  
Frequent Property Pattern (FPP): 
FPP (DS) 
Begin 
                    for each item Xi in DS 

 
a. for each attribute  

i. count occurrences 
for Xi 

C=Count (Xi) 
ii. Find attribute name 

of C 
Mi=Attribute (Ci) 

next [End of inner loop] 
b. Find Most Frequent Pattern 

i. MFP=Combine(Mi) 
         next [End of outer loop] 
End 
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Table 1.   Processed data 

Itemid color seasonsize company gender qty_sold Dated 

1 red w 4 imp m 25 1/1/2008

2 green s 5 jack f 2 2/2/2008

3 white w 3 wikkey m 4 4/3/2008

4 green s 2 kips f 6 1/1/2008

5 black a 3 wikkey m 7 3/3/2008

6 white s 4 jack f 8 1/1/2008

7 red w 5 imp m 9 2/2/2008

8 red s 6 jack m 0 4/3/2008

9 green s 7 wikkey m 0 1/1/2008

10 white w 1 kips m 2 3/3/2008

11 green s 2 jack m 4 1/1/2008

12 black s 4 imp f 6 2/2/2008

13 white s 5 imp f 8 4/3/2008

14 red s 6 jack f 9 1/1/2008

15 red w 10 wikkey m 5 3/3/2008

16 green s 9 wikkey m 4 1/1/2008

17 white w 8 imp m 6 2/2/2008

18 green s 7 kips m 7 4/3/2008

19 black w 6 jack m 0 1/1/2008

20 white s 7 wikkey m 2 3/3/2008

21 red a 8 jack m 33 1/1/2008

22 red s 6 kips f 5 2/2/2008

23 green w 7 jack f 6 4/3/2008

24 white s 8 jack f 7 1/1/2008

25 green s 5 imp f 8 3/3/2008

26 black w 4 kips f 9 1/1/2008

27 white s 2 wikkey f 0 2/2/2008

28 red s 4 jack f 2 4/3/2008

 

      Cluster 2 (Slow-Moving): This cluster      
contains records of those products which have 
medium selling quantity as shown in Tab-4. 
 

 
 Cluster 3 (Fast-Moving): This cluster contains 

records of those products which have large 
selling quantity as shown in Table-5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table2:  Cluster Results 

Itemid Color companygender Cluster-IDqty_sold

1 red imp m 3 25 

2 green jack f 1 2 

3 white wikkey m 1 4 

4 green kips f 2 6 

5 black wikkey m 2 7 

6 white jack f 2 8 

7 red imp m 2 9 

8 red jack m 1 0 

9 green wikkey m 1 0 

10 white kips m 1 2 

11 green jack m 1 4 

12 black imp f 2 6 

13 white imp f 2 8 

14 red jack f 2 9 

15 red wikkey m 2 5 

16 green wikkey m 1 4 

17 white imp m 2 6 

18 green kips m 2 7 

19 black jack m 1 0 

20 white wikkey m 1 2 

21 red jack m 3 33 

22 red kips f 2 5 

23 green jack f 2 6 

24 white jack f 2 7 

25 green imp f 2 8 

26 black kips f 2 9 

27 white wikkey f 1 0 

28 red jack f 1 2 

4.2 Phase Two 

In this phase our proposed algorithm MFP has 
been used to generate a property matrix shown in 
Table-6, containing counted values of 
corresponding properties of each product. This 
procedure receives data sets from clusters. The first 
loop scans all the records of the data set. The inner 
loop counts occurrences of the attribute for a given 
item and placed in the MFP matrix. Finally 
maximum occurrences of attributes values within a 
row give a single pattern. On the basis of these 
patterns, we can say that why a certain product falls 
in particular cluster. 
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From the first row of Table-6, it is clear that white 
coat of a female in winter has highest sale in terms 
of quantity sold. Similarly in the second row it can 
be seen that black shoes of female in summer has 
highest sale and so on. 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Fig-3 it is clear that there are three 
clusters for the sale patterns provided by using K-
mean algorithms on the basis of the sale behavior. 
In Fig-4 the cluster numbers with data sets are 
shown, which clearly shows the number of items 
fall in the category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table4:  Cluster2. Slow-Moving 

Itemid color season size company gender q-sold Dated 

2 green s 5 jack f 2 2/2/2008

10 white w 1 kips m 2 3/3/2008

20 white s 7 wikkey m 2 3/3/2008

28 red s 4 jack f 2 4/3/2008

3 white w 3 wikkey m 4 4/3/2008

11 green s 2 jack m 4 1/1/2008

16 green s 9 wikkey m 4 1/1/2008

15 red w 10 wikkey m 5 3/3/2008

22 red s 6 kips f 5 2/2/2008

4 green s 2 kips f 6 1/1/2008

12 black s 4 imp f 6 2/2/2008

17 white w 8 imp m 6 2/2/2008

23 green w 7 jack f 6 4/3/2008

5 black a 3 wikkey m 7 3/3/2008

18 green s 7 kips m 7 4/3/2008

24 white s 8 jack f 7 1/1/2008

6 white s 4 jack f 8 1/1/2008

13 white s 5 imp f 8 4/3/2008

25 green s 5 imp f 8 3/3/2008

7 red w 5 imp m 9 2/2/2008

14 red s 6 jack f 9 1/1/2008

26 black w 4 kips f 9 1/1/2008

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table3:  Cluster1. Dead Stock 

Itemid color seaso size company gender qty_sold Dated 

8 red s 6 jack m 0 4/3/2008 

9 green s 7 wikkey m 0 1/1/2008 

19 black w 6 jack m 0 1/1/2008 

27 white s 2 wikkey f 0 2/2/2008 

2 green s 5 jack f 0 2/2/2008 

10 white w 1 kips m 0 3/3/2008 

20 white s 7 wikkey m 0 3/3/2008 

28 red s 4 jack f 0 4/3/2008 

Table5:  Cluster3. Fast-Moving 

Itemid color season size company gender qty_sold Dated 

1 red w 4 imp m 20 1/1/2008 

21 red a 8 jack m 33 1/1/2008 
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Table 6   Results of Frequents Patterns ( MFP Matrix) 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, the problem of pattern discovery 
from stock data mining is addressed. Hybrid 
clustering association mining approach is proposed 
to classify stock data and find compact form of 
associated patterns of sale. From the experimental 
results it is clear that proposed approach is very 
efficient for mining patterns of huge stock data and 
predicting the factors affecting the sale of products.  

We formulate most frequent pattern of products 
using their known properties in inventory system. 
We identified the trends of selling products through 
their known attributes. Our technique is simple by 
using matrix and counting of attribute values. The 
limitation of study is, that it requires proper data 
format with specific attributes. In future we will 
extend our work to implement in sentiment analysis 
process and decision making from online customer 
reviews and blogs data. 
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Figure 4:  Cluster results with data set 
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